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WAWA CASE STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This case study examines and highlights how
HVAC Concepts assisted Wawa in utilizing data
to design, develop, and deploy a productive,
advanced and holistic IoT integration for a datacentric Building Automation System (BAS).
The challenges presented to us by Wawa resulted
in:
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•
•
•
•

Measureable Energy Savings Annually

•

Templated New Install Process to Make
Install and Commissioning Cost-Effective
and Repeatable

Significant Operational Savings Annually
Real-Time Fuel Level Readings
Improved Vendor Equipment and
Qualification Processes
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THE OVERVIEW
“The success Wawa has
experienced over the
years is in no small part
due to Wawa finding
and working with a true
visionary partner like
HVAC Concepts. They do so
many things right because
of their experience and
integrity, and they embrace
and embed themselves
with the visionary aspects
we collectively bring to the
table.”
- Pat Hagan
Building Automation
SYSTEM MANAGER, Wawa
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It is not a stretch to say that Wawa is a pioneer in collecting data on its daily
operations and in store-processes to devise near and longer term strategies
for continuous improvements in the convenience store space. Wawa
started on its holistic IoT integration and data-centric automation journey
for their chain of over 650 stores over a decade ago and one of the initial
steps was finding a reliable and forward thinking partner in the BAS/IoT
integration space. HVAC Concepts began working with Wawa in 2004.
Some of the results over the years have been phenomenal such as the
energy savings per store in the initial phases. With continued refinements
and fine tuning, increased awareness and successes due to data driven
knowledge, the energy savings per store is now measureable.
This is a direct result of data driven improvements about how the store’s
equipment is operating and being maintained, as well as the overall
energy-focused operational practices which have been transformational.
This included working with the equipment vendors and manufacturers
and sharing hard data with them on how to improve their equipment and
processes. This has led to in some cases, better designed equipment, as
well as Wawa knowing what to look for when selecting new equipment with
an eye on maximizing energy savings and operational efficiencies.
The annual operational savings that have been realized over the years is by
far the catalyst that drives Wawa towards continuous innovation.
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THE CHALLENGE
“They hold themselves to
an incredibly high standard
and we do as well, so that
made it possible to meet
the challenges we faced
and provide Wawa with the
results they envisioned.”
- Dan Drury
President,
HVAC Concepts

Wawa clearly outlined the challenges they wanted HVAC Concepts to
address through integration and use of vast amounts of data to automate
their 650+ stores and investigate the technologies available.

• Decrease energy costs
• Lower maintenance and repair costs
• Effectively monitor and control the various systems from a single,
centralized system

• Be able to log operating data for existing enterprise reporting tools and
do it in a more timely fashion

• Develop standardized systems to replicate in new stores
• Ensure best practices could be developed and readily replicated across
the enterprise of stores using store normalization/benchmarking

• Constantly verify overall building performance of each store to drive
continuous commissioning
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THE PROPOSAL
HVAC Concepts derived these “must haves” regarding the Wawa integration
and automation solution proposal:

• Open protocols – implement a system with non-proprietary protocols
or from a technology partner that allows open communication if
proprietary

“Bringing this level of
savings across our entire
enterprise of stores on a
regular basis has had an
enormous impact to our
bottom line.”
- Mike Kelly
BAS Manager, Wawa
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•
•
•
•

Develop custom communications drivers for unsupported devices
Commit to an enterprise level platform
Achieve 24/7/365 Remote Monitoring and Alarm Management
Commit to their vision and ability to continuously offer advancements in
the process as additional needs arise

HVAC Concepts designed, developed and deployed a holistic IoT, open
architecture, Building Automation System (BAS) solution for hundreds of
Wawa’s existing stores and for every new Wawa store.
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CASE DETAILS
REMOTE
MONITORING
& ALARM
MANAGEMENT
To realize the full potential of
holistic integration and data-centric
automation solutions, Wawa utilizes
the live 24/7 Remote Monitoring and
Alarm Management services offered
by HVAC Concepts.
This allows Wawa to maximize
operational efficiencies by remotely
and in real-time monitoring,
controlling, maintaining and
managing all their store’s automated
systems. Without the live services
for monitoring and managing the
stores, the annual double-digit
percentage operational savings,
reduced energy costs, continuous
improvements and ROI, would not
be possible.
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Wawa also has their own staffed
24/7 store Help Desk which is
complimented by our 24/7 live
monitoring service. Having
HVAC Concepts BAS/IoT trained
specialist monitor the alarms and
stores systems, combined with
the experience to do real-time
diagnostics and troubleshooting,
issues are quickly and correctly
identified, communicated and
documented, and resolved much
faster with better results leading
to less overall cost to operate and
maintain Wawa’s enterprise of
stores.
One initial pilot store in the
Philadelphia area, on a very cold
December evening had what was
initially thought to be a heating
system issue. When the evening
shift manager started his evening,
he noticed it was cold inside
the store. Following standard
procedures, contacted the Wawa
Help Desk to have a service
contractor dispatched to the store.
The Help Desk personnel noted this
was a pilot store monitored by HVAC
Concepts.
The Wawa Help Desk contacted
HVAC Concepts to investigate
the pilot store as the initial
troubleshooting step. Our BAS
specialist confirmed there were no
alarms for any store and specifically
for the HVAC system for that store,
but discovered one of the store’s

rear access doors was open and had
been for a while.
The HVAC Concepts BAS specialist
could see the door status remotely
and live because HVAC Concepts
had designed and deployed contact
sensors to indicate the doors status.
At the time of this incidence the
access doors status was not setup
to alarm if opened for any extended
period of time.
The results of this incident were:

• The store manager got effective
and timely support identifying
and resolving the issue

• There was no costly service

technician deployed to the store

• An access door “open alarm

notice” has been implemented

• Offenders leaving access doors
open can be identified in realtime

• Reduced energy waste
• Improved security for the store
This is one example of how our
24/7 Remote Monitoring and
Management service in combination
with the Wawa Help Desk has
become an essential component to
managing their stores effectively.
With this service Wawa can be
assured that every store is operated
to the highest degree of efficiency
on a continuous basis.
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HVAC Concepts 24/7 Remote Monitoring and Alarm Management Center
in Frederick, Maryland
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FUEL MANAGEMENT system
The evolution of Wawa’s fuel
management systems and processes
is a good example of how Wawa is
routinely challenging the status
quo and once again utilized data,
technology, and their partnership
with HVAC Concepts to do so.
For many years now the Oil Price
Information Service has ranked Wawa
first among all U.S. gas stations in
“market efficiency”, which is market
share relative to the number of
outlets.
A typical Wawa fuel store has
numerous tanks with several blends
of fuels that need to be centrally
and remotely managed. Wawa’s
challenge to us was to minimize the
latency in the then current system to
effectively manage the fuel inventory,
specifically, the time it took to
provide the tank level status updates.
On average it took several hours to
get tank level status updates with
their current automated systems
and processes. This greatly impacted
Wawa’s ability to manage high
volumes of fuel inventory needed to
sustain the customer demands on a
daily or even hourly basis.
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This meant that Wawa’s Fuel
Management team had to ensure
there was much more gas in the
supply chain (in each store’s tanks, as
well as delivery inventories) to ensure
a store would never run out of fuel.
This equated to excess fuel needed
in the supply chain for over 300 fuel
sites.
THE RESULT:
HVAC Concepts worked closely
with Wawa’s Fuel Management
team and BAS/IoT team to find a
solution. HVAC Concepts designs
and communication protocol
development resulted in Wawa’s
Tank Level Status Updates now being
obtained in minutes rather than
hours.
The Wawa Fuel Management team
can now see in near real-time, the
levels of all tanks at each fuel site.
There was also a tank low-level alarm
designed and implemented by HVAC
Concepts that allows the team to set
a percentage full for each tank and
once this level is reached, an alarm is
sent to the Wawa fuel management
team via email. These timely updates
have afforded Wawa significant
savings and flexibility since the Wawa
Fuel Management team can now
accomplish just-in-time services for
all of their fuel sites.

On October 29, 2012 Hurricane
Sandy struck the Mid-Atlantic coastal
communities and the devastation was
immense. Gas and other commodities
were in critical supply for weeks
following Hurricane Sandy.
Because Wawa was able to see and
monitor fuel sites in near real-time
Wawa was able to pre-deploy fuel
delivery tanker trucks to certain areas.
The Wawa fuel team literally managed
live which store would get the next
delivery and how much based on the fuel
consumptions rates at the various stores
in the area.
Wawa was able to maximize their
limited delivery capacity during this
unique period to ensure deliveries were
going to the fuel sites with the most
critical shortages. A full fuel tanker
truck could go as far as it could before
having to commit to a route, could stop
shortly and wait for final instructions
based on the tank level status
information Wawa was receiving from
the stores in that area.
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CONCLUSION
It has been a journey for both Wawa
and HVAC Concepts in the truest
sense. There were many automation
processes designed, developed
and deployed in the pilot stores by
HVAC Concepts. In most cases, after
some adjustments were made, a full
enterprise roll-out of the automated
processes and solutions were
implemented.

Here are some of the valuable
results Wawa is experiencing
from their data-centric Building
Automation System solutions and
24/7 Remote Monitoring and Alarm
Management services provided by
HVAC Concepts:

Wawa has also utilized these pilots
to create matrices for new store
equipment selections to ensure
Wawa is getting the best equipment
to meet their automation
requirements.

• Measureable energy savings
annually

• Significant operational savings
annually

• Real-time fuel level status
reports

• Improved vendor equipment
and qualification processes

• Correct and quick resolution of
system fault analysis

• Simplified system replication
process for new stores
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“With the evolution of the Internet of Things, equipment
manufacturers are starting to listen and partner with their
forward thinking customers like Wawa and HVAC Concepts to
improve their designs and connectivity capabilities.”

PAT HAGAN

Building Automation SYSTEM MANAGER, Wawa

The following is a summary of some of
the systems, equipment and sensors that
have been piloted and/or integrated into
Wawa’s Building Automation System
solution by HVAC Concepts:
Inside Store

• Refrigeration/Freezer Systems
-- Refrigeration Cases
»» Wireless product temp sensors
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 10-12
-- Walk in freezer
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 5-7
• HVAC Systems
-- AHU/Stats
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 12-15
• Lighting Systems
-- Lighting controls
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 4-5
-- Parking, store signage, fuel

• Main Water Meter & Closet
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 6-8
• Door Monitors
-- Vendor access doors (freezer/frig,
garbage, general delivery)
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 3-4

• Fuel Tank Level Sensing
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 12-16
• Septic Systems, Non-City Systems
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 8-10

canopy…
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 3-4

• Main Electric Meter
»» Logging and monitoring data
-- Number of data points, 2-3
-- Frequency of logged data, 1 - 15
minutes
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